DEAR STAKEHOLDER

STUART HIGHWAY - TULAGI ROAD, YARRAWONGA

INTERSECTION UPGRADES

The Northern Territory Government and project partners are upgrading traffic access to, and mitigating flooding within, Yarrawonga.

To improve safety and traffic flow, the Tulagi Road and Stuart Highway intersection will be upgraded with additional turning lanes and will change to full signals.

Through major contributions from project partners, the project will also construct two new access points to a new proposed development.

Construction within the Stuart Highway corridor will commence early June 2019 and is estimated to be completed by late 2019.

During this time a 60km/h speed limit will be in place on the Stuart Highway inbound and outbound between Yarrawonga Road and Temple Terrace. Single lane closures will also be in place during non-peak hours only, reverting back to minimum two through lanes during peak hours.

Peak hours adopted:
• 6:30am to 9:30am inbound
• 3:30pm to 6:30pm outbound

Traffic management and associated controls will be in place during the works, where possible, works will be delivered to minimise impact to traffic.

Motorist are advised to drive with care and adhere to traffic management in place.

To avoid traffic delays motorists may elect to access Roystonea Avenue via Temple Terrace or Lambrick Avenue during construction.

Department of Defence will publicise (via internal system: 'Message of the Day') available entry gates for Defence personnel to use at Robertson barracks.

If you require any further information:
• Website - https://dipl.nt.gov.au/tulagi-upgrades
• Phone - 1800 560 308
• Email - Tulagi.upgrades@nt.gov.au